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The Hidden Singer 
 

The gods are less for their love of praise. 
Above and below them all is a spirit that needs nothing 

but its own wholeness, its health and ours. 
It has made all things by dividing itself. 

It will be whole again. 
To its joy we come together – 

the seer and the seen, the eater and the eaten, 
the lover and the loved. 

In joining it knows itself. It is with us then, 
not as the gods whose names crest in unearthly fire, 

but as a little bird hidden in the leaves 
who sings quietly and waits, and sings. 

 
~Wendell Berry 

 
Screens and scruples, blue and pink, eyes closed, seeking in space 

Listening for a true song, in-between this and that, emanating from the deep  
I consider the ‘Pataphysical, and absurdist theater, while playing with plastic junk 

How to be tongue-in-cheek, when I feel all fist-in-hand 
Uselessness is freedom? Uselessness pokes holes in the usefulness of the world’s bureaucrats,  

technocrats, autocrats 
Holding up the mundane and ‘particular’ to look more closely, to see the whole for the particles,  

the songbird, calling us back 
Alfred Jarry carves out a realm for the inexplicable, ineffable, 

to hint at dimensions behind these two, three, & four 
The only real things unnamed, unimaginable 

And so the truest aspects are ‘Pataphysical, metaphysical, quantum physical, and not physical at all 



Still, imagining how we can live here is the greatest game that everyone plays, 
thought-forms taking vibration-shapes 

Imagining a universe not dulled by violence, not ruled by sleep-walkers,  
 to act from the kind of oneness that banishes fear 

How to say oneness in a way that is reasonable 
it has so many names—infinity, spirit, universe, source, quantum field, divinity 

The most unknowable expression of existence, mostly felt, rarely understood, never seen with eyes 
We have more evidence lately – two black holes colliding, rippling space-time 

The largeness of cosmic music sings through the inter/connected, multi/dimensional web to touch  
us—   

This is to say, we can’t forget the vastness from which we come 
the human-centric system devised to oppress 

the nature-created system designed to be, to free, to light, to love 
Dreaming of a world where animals are family and nature is home 

We have a mission, an inter/mission, an inter/state-of-becoming, forget what we know: 
Inter /act /change /cede /cept /cession /connect /communicate /course /fere/ /face /est /dict /galactic /im 
/ject /lude /lope /mediate /mingle /mitten /nal /nalize /planetary /play /polate /pose /pret /racial /relate 
/rogate /rupt /sect /sperse /state /stice /twine /urban /val /vene /view /weave 

 
 

 
Can’t you see that little light up there? 

Where? 
There! 

Where? 
Over here! 

You still in bed? 
Wake up, sleepy-head! 

We are of the going water and the gone. 
We are of water and the holy land of water. 

 
~Kate Bush  (from “Waking the Witch”) 

 
text by Allison Peck 


